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STORYTELLING ACTIVITY

TITLE: School trip conflict story

CONTEXT: bus to a school trip, the hotel

LYDIA
BEGINNING
There is a girl, Lisa, who has a fight with Mark, Emma, Julia on the bus because they’ve
excluded her from their room for the night on the school trip.
She was supposed to join that room but they excluded her.

Now she is in a room, crying, and her friend Mia gets really worried about her and asks Lisa
about everything she is going through.

ALICE
“Lisa, why are you crying? Come here”
“I don’t want to talk about it”
“Why are you so sad? What’s bothering you?”
Lisa explains she has been excluded from her best friends’ room, replaced by Mark.

Mia convinces Lisa to face the question with Mark, Emma and Julia.

They knock at the room door.
Mark comes to open it.

INES
Mia: “hello, can we talk?”
Emma: “Go out! What do you want?”
Mia: “We have to solve this thing. We have to talk.”
Julia: “Ok. Emma let them come in.”
Mia: “Why did you make this at Lisa?
Mark says: “What thing?”
Mia: “They excluded Lisa to let you come in the room”
Mark:”What?”
Lisa: “I was supposed to be in this room. They replaced me with you. I have never felt so
upset and betrayed”



Julia: “We didn’t want to exclude you. We love you, you can be here.”
Mia: “So why did you do that?”
Emma: “We didn’t want to tell you this in this situation, but there is something.”
Lisa: “So what is?”
Julia: “It’s hard to say, but we chose Mark because Emma has a crush on Mark.  She wanted
you away.”
Emma: “Shut up please!”
Mark: “What?”
Mia: “Did you know it?”
Lisa: “No, I wouldn’t have a problem with this! You could have told me!”
Emma: “We wanted to explain to you when there was not Mark. This is a disaster!”
Mia: “So there was a misunderstanding! Guys you just need to talk! Dialogue solves
everything”

Mia and Lisa returning to their room.
Mia: “Damn it! I liked Mark too!”


